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Amelia Bedelia Digs in
by Herman Parish

Frank Einst
Einstein
ein and the spacetime zipper

In the 12th book in the New York Times
best-selling series, Amelia Bedelia digs
for buried treasure after stumbling across
a clue from an old pirate captain.
Simultaneous.

by Jon Scieszka
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The ghost and Whatshisf
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by James Patterson
Comedian Jamie Grimm, accompanied
by Uncle Frank, New Aunt Flora, and
friends, circles the globe as host of
regional competitions, then competes,
himself, in the Planet's Funniest Kid
Worldwide contest

Two peas in a pod
by Sarah Mlynowski
Abby is feeling slighted by not being
chosen festival leader at school, and her
brother Jonah thinks that a trip through
the magic mirror is just what she needs.

Polly Diamond and the magic
book
by Alice Kuipers
Polly loves words, writing, and telling
stories, so when she finds a fancy book
on her doorstep she is thrilled; and when
she finds that anything she writes in it
actually happens she is really excited.
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by Mark Cheverton
When a young village girl is badly injured
and needs the help of one of the missing
witches of the Far Lands of Minecraft,
Watcher and his friends discover that
spiders have taken the witches captive.

Frank Einstein (kid-genius, scientist, and
inventor) and his best friend, Watson,
along with Klink and Klank, once again
find themselves in competition with T.
Edison, their classmate and archrival.

by Gordon Korman
Cooper Vega and his military family has
moved so often that he is used to new
schoolmates not knowing his name, but
at the moment he has a bigger problem-his new phone is haunted by the ghost of
Roderick Northrop.

Bob
by Wendy Mass
Visiting her grandmother in Australia,
Livy, ten, is reminded of the promise she
made five years before to Bob, a strange,
green creature who cannot recall who or
what he is

Rose
osettown
by Cynthia Rylant
In 1972, Flora Smallwood, nine, copes
with her parents' separation with the help
of her friends, Yury and Nessie, a new pet,
and the familiar routines of life in
Rosetown, Indiana

The un
unflushables
flushables
by Ron Bates
Thirteen-year-old Sully Stringfellow, his
arch-nemesis Izzy Cisco, friend Moleman,
and a league of long-forgotten plumber
heroes team up to save Nitro City from
mutant creatures in the sewers

